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The Consequences Of Professionalization And Formalization
Current anxiety about the future of news makes it opportune to revisit the notion of professionalism in journalism. Media expert Silvio Waisbord takes this
pressing issue as his theme and argues that “professional journalism” is both a normative and analytical notion. It refers to reporting that observes certain
ethical standards as well as to collective efforts by journalists to exercise control over the news. Professionalism should not be narrowly associated with the
normative ideal as it historically developed in the West during the past century. Instead, it needs to be approached as a valuable concept to throw into sharp
relief how journalists define conditions and rules of work within certain settings. Professionalization is about the specialization of labor and control of
occupational practice. These issues are important, particularly amidst the combination of political, technological and economic trends that have profoundly
unsettled the foundations of modern journalism. By doing so, they have stimulated the reinvention of professionalism. This engaging and insightful book
critically examines the meanings, expectations, and critiques of professional journalism in a global context.
Throughout this century, reformers have fought to eliminate party control of city politics. As a result, the majority of American cities today elect council
members in at-large and nonpartisan elections. This result of the turn-of-the-century Progressive movement, which worked for election rules that eliminated
the power of the urban machine and the working class on which it was based, is today still a subject of lively debate. For example, in the mid-1980s, regular
Democrats in Chicago sought to institute a nonpartisan mayoral election. Supporters thought that reform would make the electoral process more
democratic, while opponents charged that it was meant to dilute the voting powers of blacks. Clearly, the effect of urban reform remains an important issue
for scholars and politicians alike. Susan Welch and Timothy Bledsoe clarify a portion of the debate by investigating how election structures affect
candidates and the nature of representation. They examine the different effects of district versus at-large elections and of partisan versus nonpartisan
elections. Who gets elected? Are representatives' socioeconomic status and party affiliation related to election form? Are election structures related to how
those who are elected approach their jobs? Do they see themselves as representatives concerned with the good of the city as a whole? Urban Reform and Its
Consequences reports an unprecedented wealth of data drawn from a sample of nearly 1,000 council members and communities with populations between
50,000 and 1 million across 42 states. The sample includes communities that use a variety of election procedures. This study is therefore the most
comprehensive and accurate to date. Welch and Bledsoe conclude that nonpartisan and at-large elections do give city councils a more middle- and uppermiddle-class character and have changed the way representatives view their jobs. Reform measures have not, however, produced councils that are
significantly more conservative or more prone to conflict. Overall, the authors conclude that partisan and district elections are more likely to represent the
whole community and to make the council more accountable to the electorate.
A.W. Coats has made unique contributions to the history of economic thought, economic methodology and the sociology of economics. This volume
collects together, for the first time, a substantial part of his work on the sociology and professionalization of economics.
With the expansion of the EU in 2004 and its inclusion now of 25 European countries, the movement of workers across the Continent will affect the
employment opportunities of women. But as this up-to-date investigation across nine countries shows, there remain significant differences amongst specific
European countries regarding women's education and employment opportunities. Taking 1945 as its historical starting point, this sociological study, based
on some 900 questionnaire responses and more than 300 in-depth interviews, explores the complex inter-relationship between women's employment, the
institutionalization of equal opportunities, and Women's Studies training. This volume is the first to explore what happens to women who have undertaken
Women's Studies training in the labour market. Factors influencing their actual employment experiences include employment opportunities for women in
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each country, their expectations of the labour market and gender norms informing those expectations, how far equal opportunities are actually enforced and
the strength of local women's movements. Doing Women's Studies provides unique information about, and insightful analyses of, the changing patterns of
women's employment in Europe; equal opportunities in a cross-European perspective; educational migration; gender, race, ethnicity and nationality; and the
uneven prevalence and impact of Women's Studies on the lifestyles and everyday practices of those women who have experienced it. The contributors are
prominent feminist researchers from nine European countries. Their findings will be of interest to sociologists and gender studies experts working in the
areas of gender, employment, equal opportunities and the impact of education on employment.
The Sacred in a Secular Age
Urban Reform and Its Consequences
Professionalization and the Narrative of Shield Laws
Impact of the Professionalization on the French Armed Forces on Civil-military Relations and Strategic Assessment
Professionalism Among Physicians
Social Movements Since the Sixties
Challenges of Contemporary Peacemaking Practice

Undergraduate students of the sociology of education, education and society and education studies.
It is often claimed that we live in an expert society, a society where more and more individuals take expert roles in increasingly
narrow fields. In contrast to more traditional experts most of these new experts lack generally accepted mechanisms for the
certification and legitimation of their expertise. This book focuses on these new as well as established experts and the efforts
undertaken to secure and legitimate their expertise. We view these efforts as organizing attempts and study them on four different
levels – the society, the market, the organization and the individual. Based on empirical studies on these four levels of analysis,
The Organization of the Expert Society makes the argument that current organizing initiatives in the expert society are based in
an objectifying view of expertise that risks concealing and downplaying key aspects of expertise. Well-intended organizing
initiatives in the expert society thus run the risk of promoting ignorance rather than securing expertise. Focusing on a current,
general and global phenomenon, the rise and organization of an expert society. The Organization of the Expert Society will be key
reading for scholars, academics and policy makers in the management fields of Organizational Theory, Management Consulting,
Organizations & Society, Critical Management Studies as well as the disciplines of Sociology, Political Science and Social
Anthropology.
This comprehensive guide to literary theory and criticism includes 39 specially commissioned chapters by an international team of
academics. It includes key philosophical and aesthetic origins of literary theory, the foundational movements and thinkers in the
first half of the 20th century and more.
Written by international practitioners and scholars, this pioneering work offers insights into the peace mediation practice and
explains how multifaceted assistance has become an indispensable part of it. With its policy focus and real-world examples, this is
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a go-to resource for researchers and advisers involved in peace processes.
Public Health and Medical Care in Nineteenth- and Twentieth-Century Germany
Better Together: A Joined-Up Psychological Approach to Health, Well-Being, and Rehabilitation
Reinventing Professionalism
Lawyers' Ethics and the Pursuit of Social Justice
Teacher Professionalization and Teacher Commitment
Towards a Unique Body of Knowledge for Occupational Therapy
Modernist (im)positionings
Professions are central to any political sociology of major associations, organizations and venues in civil society underpinning
democracy; they are not a subset of livelihoods in a mundane sociology of work and occupations. "Professions in Civil Society and
the State" is at once elegant and startling in its directness and the sheer scope of its implications for future comparative research
and theory. Not since Talcott Parsons during the early 1970s has any sociologist (or political scientist) pursued this line of inquiry.
Sciulli s theoretical approach differs fundamentally from Parsons and rests on a breadth of historical and cross-national support
that always eluded him. The sociology of professions has come full circle, leaving behind Parsons, his critics, and two generations
of received wisdom.
An exploration of professions and the characteristics of professionalism.
Examines the relationships between a number of different kinds and examples of teacher professionalization on elementary and
secondary teachers in the U.S. and the commitment of teachers to their teaching careers. Summarizes the following characteristics
of professions and professionals: credentials, induction, professional development, authority, and compensation. Describes what
effect education reformers have expected these traditional characteristics to have on teachers' attitudes, performance, quality, and
specifically, their commitment to their careers. Includes both private and public schools. Charts and tables.
In this beautifully illustrated and provocative study, Bridget Elliott and Jo-Ann Wallace reappraise women's literary and artistic
contribution to Modernism. An important study in twentieth-century cultural history.In this beautifully illustrated and provocative
study, Bridget Elliott and Jo-Ann Wallace reappraise women's literary and artistic contribution to Modernism. Through
comparative case studies, including Natalie Barney, Virginia Woolf, Vanessa Bell and Gertrude Stein, the authors examine the
ways in which women responded to Modernism and created their artistic identity, and how their work has been positioned in
relation to that of men.Bringing together women's studies, visual arts and literature, Women Writers and Artists makes an
important contribution to 20th century cultural history. It puts forward a powerful case against the academic division of cultural
production into departments of Art History and English Studies, which has served to marginalize the work of female Modernists.
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Cause Marketing, Corporate Influence, and Breast Cancer Policymaking
Community Mediation
Professional Ethics at the International Bar
Theory and Application
The Oxford Handbook of State and Local Government
Profession 2012
The Pro-Choice Movement is a sophisticated, detailed and enlightening application of social
movement theory to the efforts to extend and protect abortion rights in the United States.
Staggenborg keenly illustrates how both formal organization and grass-roots activism, elite support
and indigenous networks have contributed to the effectiveness and persistence of the abortion rights
movement.
Health and well-being is best understood in terms of a combination of biological, psychological, and
social factors. But how ‘social’ is the biopsychosocial model when applied to mental health and
rehabilitation? Psychology has traditionally viewed health as being determined by individual behavior.
An integrative psychological approach is required to draw understanding from sociology, social
psychology, and politics to consider how wider systemic, structural, and contextual factors impact on
health behavior and outcomes. This e-book is dedicated to examining collective and community
approaches to well-being and rehabilitation. In particular, the articles contained within this e-book
are seeking to understand how social integration, social groups, social identity, and social capital
influence health, well-being, and rehabilitation outcomes.
Political communication has powerful influence in shaping public awareness and opinion. However,
this in itself can be seen as a carefully constructed discourse. This book examines both the complex
practice of political messaging and the mouthpiece through which it is voiced.
The number of practitioners appearing before international courts, tribunals, and arbitral panels has
risen sharply in the last decade, prompting concerns over ethics and best practice standards. This
book assesses these issues, and argues that common ethical standards will be key to maintaining the
integrity of the international judicial system.
Environmental Influences on Practice and the Consequences for Professionalization
A Sociological Analysis
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Organization and Activism in the Abortion Conflict
Factors Associated with Outpatient Palliative Care Referral in a Managed Care Organization
Journalism and News in Global Perspective
Doing Women's Studies
A Critical Reader
The Pro-choice MovementOrganization and Activism in the Abortion ConflictOxford University Press on Demand
This book updates and adds to the classic Social Movements of the Sixties and Seventies, showing how social movement
theory has grown and changed_from an earlier emphasis on collective behavior, to the resource mobilization approach, and
currently to analyses that emphasize culture, ideology, and collective identity. Top social scientists combine insiders'
insights with critical analyses to examine a wide variety of social movements active in the most recent U.S. cycle of protest.
Waves of Protest is a must-read for students of social movements, social change, political sociology, and American studies.
This issue of Profession contains Russell A. Berman's introduction to his Presidential Forum, Language, Literature,
Learning, held at the 2012 MLA convention, and the essays of the forum participants Kathleen Fitzpatrick, Christopher
Freeburg, Jack Halberstam, B. Venkat Mani, and Imani Perry. To mark the journal's thirty-fifth anniversary, the issue also
features a retrospective sampling of articles that illustrate the evolution of the profession and of the professional issues
the journal has addressed since its inception in 1977. The retrospective section includes articles by Leon Anderson; Wayne
C. Booth; Heidi Byrnes; James A. Castañeda; Erik D. Curren; Reed Way Dasenbrock; Henry Louis Gates, Jr.; Gerald Graff;
John Guillory; Carolyn G. Heilbrun; Mara Holt; Dorothy James; Claire J. Kramsch; George Levine; Philip Lewis; Alan Liu;
Helene Moglen; Christopher Newfield; Mary Louise Pratt; Judith Ryan; Jack H. Schuster; and Domna C. Stanton.
This book presents a lively debate surrounding the professionalization of leadership. With contributions from both sides of
the argument, it considers the historical overview of leadership and management as a profession, questions what
constitutes a profession, and critically addresses the practicality of professionalizing leadership. With a range of
perspectives including political philosophy, behavioral professionalism and management history, the book intends to
facilitate further discussion on the issues at stake. With a number of education programs beginning to focus on the art and
practice of leading people, this debate is particularly timely.
Strategic Intelligence
The Professionalisation of Political Communication
Employment Opportunities, Personal Impacts and Social Consequences
Professionalizing Leadership
International Handbook of Research on Teachers and Teaching
Women Artists and Writers
Sport Governance

Sport Governance provides a comprehensive guide to the practical application of
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governance principles to amateur and professional sport organisations operating at the
community, state/provincial, national, and international levels. It presents a balanced
view between accepted practice and what contemporary research evidence tells us about a
range of governance principles and practices. Organised in three parts, the text provides
the reader with * an explanation of the concept of governance, key terms and definitions
as well as the economic, political and social factors that impact on how the governance
function is enacted within sport organisations; * an understanding of the “mechanics” of
governance – the elements of structure, process and performance that ensure the
governance function is carried out within sport organisations; and * a discussion of a
number of contextual issues in sport governance, including dual leadership, ethics,
governance change and future governance challenges. Sport Governance is essential reading
for practitioners working and volunteering in the sport industry and upper level
undergraduate and postgraduate students enrolled in sport and leisure management
programs.
Has the communication of politics become professionalised? Who are the ‘professionals’
and what part do they play in the political process? Can the process of
professionalisation be observed in different political systems? These, and related
questions, about the changing nature of practices in political communication are explored
in this book that looks at developments across a number of different countries. The
different ways in which the idea of the professionalisation of political communication
has been commonly used is explored and the authors develop a framework for understanding
changing practices in political communication and in different contexts, for example, in
respect of political campaigns and elections in general, and in respect of communication
by governments. It is also focuses on these same themes in specific countries: Germany,
France, Britain, Greece, the Netherlands, Hungary, Italy, Sweden.
The Oxford Handbook of State and Local Government is an historic undertaking. It contains
a wide range of essays that define the important questions in the field, evaluate where
we are in answering them, and set the direction and terms of discourse for future work.
The Handbook will have a substantial influence in defining the field for years to come.
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The chapters critically assess both the key works of state and local politics literature
and the ways in which the sub-field has developed. It covers the main areas of study in
subnational politics by exploring the central contributions to the comparative study of
institutions, behavior, and policy in the American context. Each chapter outlines an
agenda for future research.
"Society for the Scientific Study of Religion." Includes bibliographies and index.
Rethinking Peace Mediation
A Handbook for Practitioners and Researchers
Professions in Civil Society and the State
British and American Economic Essays
The Pro-choice Movement
Debating Education, Certification and Practice
Defining Journalism and the Public Sphere
Rorty seeks to tie philosophy's past to its future by connecting what he sees as the positive
(and neglected) contributions of the American pragmatic philosophers to contemporary
European developments. What emerges from his explorations is a revivified version of
pragmatism that offers new hope for the future of philosophy."Rorty's dazzling tour through
the history of modern philosophy, and his critical account of its present state (the best
general introduction in print), is actually an argument that what we consider perennial
problems--mind and body, consciousness and objects, the foundations of knowledge, the
fact/value distinction--are merely the dead-ends this picture leads us into." Los Angeles Times
Book Review"It can immediately be said that Consequences of Pragmatism must be read by
both those who believe that they agree and those who believe that they disagree with
Richard Rorty. [He] is far and away the most provocative philosophical writer working in North
America today, and Consequences of Pragmatism should make this claim even stronger."The
Review of Metaphysics"Philosophy, for Rorty, is a form of writing, a literary genre, closer to
literary criticism than anything else, a criticism which takes for one of its major concerns the
texts of the past recognized as philosophical: it interprets interpretations. If anyone doubts
the continued vigor and continuing relevance of American pragmatism, the doubts can be laid
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to rest by reading this book." Religious Studies Review
"This study comprises an analysis of the historical impacts of the professionalization of
Western democratic forces, more precisely of French military forces, that happened in 1996.
The conclusions are that structural and cultural changes shaped the military apparatus, and
profound political implications happened from this reform, too. The author also assesses Risa
Brooks’ theory about the civil-military politics of strategic assessment (SA) and applies it to
the case of France. The results of this process demonstrate that France’s strategic
assessment was enhanced because of a significant improvement in information sharing
between military and civilian leaders stemming from professionalization. These findings
contradict a commonly held view, that the downsizing of the military through the end of a
draft should have poor influence on political matters and national strategy.
Professionalization reinforced military credibility among decisionleaders, inducing an equal
dialogue, but without questioning civilian authority. France’s strategic assessment was
strengthened with the end of conscription."--Abstract.
At the heart of any discussion about the future of libraries is the future of librarians—and how
well our instructional programs, especially the Master of Library Science (MLS) degree,
prepare them for their careers. This book continues the critical conversations around
preparing future librarians.
The International Handbook of Research on Teachers and Teaching provides a fresh look at
the ever changing nature of the teaching profession throughout the world. This collection of
over 70 articles addresses a wide range of issues relevant for understanding the present
educational climate in which the accountability of teachers and the standardized testing of
students have become dominant.
Consequences of Pragmatism
Re-envisioning the MLS
An Oxford Guide
Invariant Foundations and Consequences
A Multilevel Analysis, SASS
The Sociology and Professionalization of Economics
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Toward Revision in the Scientific Study of Religion
The Professionalization of Public Participation is an edited collection of essays by leading and
emerging scholars examining the emerging profession of public participation professionals. Public
participation professionals are persons working in the public, private, or third sectors that are paid
to design, implement, and/or facilitate participatory forums. The rapid growth and proliferation of
participatory arrangements call for expertise in the organizing of public participation. The
contributors analyze the professionalization of this practice in different countries (United States,
France, Canada, Italy, and the United Kingdom) to see how their actions challenge the development of
participatory arrangements. Designing such processes is a delicate activity, since it may affect not
only the quality of the processes and their legitimacy, but also their capacity to influence decisionmaking.
Packed with fascinating biographical sketches of female engineers, this chronological history of
engineering brightens previously shadowy corners of our increasingly engineered world’s recent past. In
addition to a detailed description of the diverse arenas encompassed by the word ‘engineering’ and a
nuanced overview of the development of the field, the book includes numerous statistics and thought
provoking facts about women’s roles in the achievement of thrilling scientific innovations. This text is
a unique resource for students launching research projects in engineering and related fields,
professionals interested in gaining a broader understanding of how engineering as a discipline has been
impacted by events of global significance, and scholars of women’s immense, often obscured,
contributions to scientific progress.
In recent years the mediation movement has seen tremendous growth with significant advances being made
in both research and practice. Despite these advances, reseachers and practitioners have remained
relatively isolated from one another. Bridging the gap, COMMUNITY MEDIATION is dedicated to the mutual
education of both researchers and mediators. It makes the findings of research accessible to
practitioners and the issues of concern to practice available to researchers. Thus, this handbook
affords researchers an excellent opportunity to learn more about actual techniques and enables
practitioners to benefit from the latest research in the field.
Susan D. Carle centers this collection of texts on the premise that legal ethics should be far more than
a set of rules on professional responsibility.
Academic Professionalism in Law Enforcement
Essays, 1972-1980
Schools and Society: A Sociological Approach to Education
The Rise of Professionalism
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A Study in Representation
Waves of Protest
Medicine and Modernity

As late as the 1980s, breast cancer was a stigmatized disease, so much so that local reporters avoided using
the word "breast" in their stories and early breast cancer organizations steered clear of it in their names. But
activists with business backgrounds began to partner with corporations for sponsored runs and causemarketing products, from which a portion of the proceeds would benefit breast cancer research. Branding
breast cancer as "pink"--hopeful, positive, uncontroversial--on the products Americans see every day, these
activists and corporations generated a pervasive understanding of breast cancer that is widely shared by the
public and embraced by policymakers. Clearly, they have been successful: today, more Americans know that
the pink ribbon is the symbol of breast cancer than know the name of the vice president. Hiding Politics in Plain
Sight examines the costs of employing market mechanisms--especially cause marketing--as a strategy for
change. Patricia Strach suggests that market mechanisms do more than raise awareness of issues or money to
support charities: they also affect politics. She shows that market mechanisms, like corporate-sponsored walks
or cause-marketing, shift issue definition away from the contentious processes in the political sphere to the
market, where advertising campaigns portray complex issues along a single dimension with a simple solution:
breast cancer research will find a cure and Americans can participate easily by purchasing specially-marked
products. This market competition privileges even more specialized actors with connections to business. As
well, cooperative market activism fundamentally alters the public sphere by importing processes, values, and
biases of market-based action into politics. Market activism does not just bring social concerns into market
transactions, it also brings market biases into public policymaking, which is inherently undemocratic. As a
result, industry and key activists work cooperatively rather than contentiously, and they define issues as
consensual rather than controversial, essentially hiding politics in plain sight.
Marktwirtschaft / Beruf / Geschichte.
A collection of essays on fundamental issues in the history of medicine in modern Germany.
Professions and Professionalization: Volume 3, Sociological Studies
Engineering Women: Re-visioning Women's Scientific Achievements and Impacts
Undergraduate Announcement
The Professionalization of Public Participation
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The Organization of the Expert Society
Hiding Politics in Plain Sight
Literary Theory and Criticism
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